
The Manhattan Collection is a range of rustic, modern 
bricks specifically created with a recycled look and feel to 
complement both contemporary and traditional designs. 

GET THE LOOK

MANHATTAN CHELSEA



The Industrial Chic movement has fuelled the inspiration behind the creation of our 
bespoke, locally made Manhattan Collection of bricks. The urban and raw Manhattan 
Collection is signified by bricks highlighting the weathered and distressed imperfections 
of intended knots, scratches and nicks designed to bring to life an edgy, exposed brick 
wall look and feel. The Manhattan Collection from PGH Bricks can help you achieve a 
warehouse style home look and feel from a new build beginning.

GET THE LOOK WITH PGH BRICKS 

For those designing and building a new home 
and wanting to create this look, there are three 
elements to consider – materials, scale and 
layers. Exposed brick feature walls are a good 
starting point.

INDUSTRIAL CHIC -  
HOW TO ACHIEVE IT

The Manhattan Collection has 
been designed to help achieve 
a rustic and recycled look in 
a modern build with all the 

benefits of a new brick.

THE BENEFITS OF MANHATTAN BRICKS
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For further information and inspiration, go to 
pghbricks.com.au or call 13 15 79.

• The Manhattan Range products are manufactured to Australian Standard.

• The PGH Product Warranty offers confidence and peace of mind.

• Manhattan products are Exposure Grade Quality and are built to withstand 
saline (salty) environments.

• The Manhattan Collection is available in any quantity required (one batch).

• PGH Surface application slurries do not contain lead.

• PGH breakages guaranteed to be less than 5%.

• The Manhattan product has perforations, making it easy to lay.

• PGH products meet all Fire Ratings requirements.

• The Manhattan Range product is manufactured to standard size and works 
to bricklayers gauging (heights).

• Builders can guarantee brickwork using Manhattan bricks.

with our range of bricks.
RECREATE THE LOOK

MANHATTAN TRIBECA

MANHATTAN CHELSEA
The muted tones of the Chelsea brick convey a harmonious, comfortable elegance.

MANHATTAN TRIBECA 
The rich Tribeca colour palette brings personality into any space. 

MANHATTAN TRIBECA

@pghbricks


